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The mission of 'Healthy Seas, a Journey from Waste to Wear' initiative, is to remove
waste from the seas, in particular fishing nets, for the purpose of creating healthier
seas and recycling marine litter into textile products. The recovered nylon fishing nets
will be transformed and regenerated by Aquafil into ECONYL® yarn, a high-quality
raw material used to create new products, such as socks, swimwear or carpets.

FOUNDED BY:



78
tons of fishing
nets collected

in 2018

OUR RESULT SO FAR

453
tons of fishing nets

collected by Healthy
Seas since 2013

total amount of recovered fishing nets equals the weight of three blue whales

Fishing net recovery



DIVING

2018 was a successful season for
diving with many active volunteers.

In total 100 volunteer divers in Europe working on Healthy Seas on 23 diving days.

Team Divers Diving days

Ghost Fishing Netherlands .................................... 42 ...................................... 8

Ghost Fishing Greece ...................................... 9 .................................... 10

Ghost Fishing UK .................................... 35 ...................................... 2

Diving team Zeester (NL) .................................... 14 ...................................... 5

Special diving events

Santorini event ...................................... 4

Aeolian Islands event ...................................... 3



Monster ghost net recovered by divers off
the coast of Aeolian Islands (October 6-7)

During the 3 days, the team of 6 Dutch and Italian
volunteer divers recovered over 4 tons (4000 kgs) of
ghost nets at various locations around the Aeolian
Islands. Fishermen aided the divers to pull the nets
out of the water and also provided their boat. 

The successful results of the mission are truly
remarkable considering that no machines were used
and that all the work was done by hand, including
cutting and pulling of the nets. Back at the harbour,
students from the local primary and secondary
schools were waiting to meet the divers while taking
part in an educational programme about ghost nets
and circular economy.

DIVINGDIVING



EDUCATION

Throughout 2018, we aimed to incorporate

an educational element to all our major

diving missions and also carry out

standalone programmes in the Netherlands

and in Greece.

In addition, 2018 saw the launch of a unique educational programme in Greece, titled
“Attention Fishing Net!”. The programme was developed based on the 5E instructional
model (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate) to raise awareness on the
devastating effects of ghost nets to marine life and to communicate the mission of
Healthy Seas.

We realized 6 educational progammes with 189 participants on site

in 3 European countries (Italy, Greece and the Netherlands).



Live Streaming

On June 8th, World Oceans Day, we carried out an unprecedented live stream from
the island of Santorini in Greece to show the world -for educational purposes-how
divers remove ghost nets from the bottom of the sea. Pierre-Yves Cousteau described
the mission from beneath the waves.

The special mission involved an international team of 8 volunteer divers from the
Netherlands, France and Greece who succeeded in cleaning the sea of a huge ghost
net measuring approximately 150 meters.

• National Aquarium of Malta

• National Library of Greece
(Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Cultural Center)

• Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation
(Greece)

5,819 viewers tuned in online
to the live stream

1,346 views on Healthy Seas
YouTube channel

7

Live streaming at Educational
Institutions with the
participation of the public:

EDUCATION



FISHERMEN

In 2018, we increased the number of fishing communities we work with,
thanks to our continued cooperation with DIOPAS S.A and our new cooperation with
Enaleia, the First School of Professional Fishing in Greece, which presented our
sustainability work to 55 fishermen.

As usual, fishermen were an integral part of our diving missions, providing their boats
and helping pull the nets to the surface.

In total 27 fishing communities are working with Healthy Seas.



• Healthy Seas Fashion Project exhibition at Delta Park
Neeltje Jans (Vrouwenpolder, NL) until Dec. 31, 2018

• Fashion SVP

• Boot Duesseldorf 2018

• “Out to Sea? The Plastic Garbage Project” International

Travelling Exhibition

• Oceans Plastics Lab International Travelling Exhibition

• Malta National Aquarium & Esplora Interactive Science

Centre

• H&M Conscious Exclusive (April 18th 2018), Athens, Greece

(VM presented)

• Volvo Ocean Race

• Climathon organised by Piraeus Municipality

(Healthy Seas presented by Enaleia)

• “Alliance for Survival” bycatch workshop (Healthy Seas

presented by Diopas)

• AW Symposium (Ghent, Belgium)

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS



Volvo Ocean Race

Healthy Seas was chosen as the final
grantee of the Vestas 11th Hour Racing
team and awarded 10,000 euros during
a special event organised by us on
board a diving vessel in the
Netherlands.

EXHIBITIONS
&

EVENTS



NEW PARTNERS

Associate Partner Members

• ZOGGS
• Friedmans
• AWE – Associated Weavers Europe
• Object Carpet

Associate Partner Donor

• Racemark

Other Partners

• Selvaggi Swimwear
• MAARI
• MoralMove
• Shapes in the Sand
• Marble Swimwear
• Kaira Active
• Noma Swimwear
• Crystal Flow
• Girlfriend Collective
• Lanius
• OHOY Swim

... and many others in the process of signing up



SIGNIFICANT PRESS
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Thank you for your attention!

Veronika Mikos
Project Coordinator
veronika.mikos@healthyseas.org
www.healthyseas.org




